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Production Details 
An easy way to handle those Monster Jobs. 

BTW, you can attach the job’s art file here, by right-clicking (or Control clicking) here and selecting Insert File. 

To include a large 
amount of text that is 
needed in the job 
documents, click the 
Internal Production 
Details Tab.  

Often, the notes just 
above the pricing on 
the proposal are moot 
once the job becomes 
an order, so they only 
appear on the RFE 
and Proposal. 
However, these links 
will move data from the 
Bottom-of-Proposal 
Notes to the SOP 
fields below in case 
they apply at the order 
stage as well. 
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Production Details 
An easy way to handle those Monster Jobs. 

This (Production Details) field (label it what you like) will always appear on the RFE and SOP 
It holds up to two pages of text, depending on the amount of mailing & distribution details you have. 

You can Paste a text selection from another document into this 
field. E.g.: A customer email or Word doc. 

Clean it up to the standard font 
by clicking Unformat. 

If you would also like this to 
appear on customer 
communications, click this tab. 
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Production Details 
An easy way to handle those Monster Jobs. 

This (Customer Production Details) field (label it what you like) can be left the same as the Internal field  
or revised for customer consumption. 

Click Insert… and the text from 
the Internal tab will be copied 
to the Customer tab. It can be 
left as is or edited further. 

Click the P (for Print) button to 
produce this text on a letterhead 
document. 
 
Certain Proposals will also 
include this text (see the 
Proposals Menu.) 
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Proposal Menu 

Certain Proposals will 
include the Customer 
Production Details. 
 
Click the number: 
e.g.: 4.5, 4.6, 5, 6, & 14 
 
Or, PD to print it by itself. 
 
Remember, use the 
“PDF Append” choice 
when making a PDF to 
add it onto another PDF 
that you have previously 
made. 


